Partnerships for Global Talent Grants

Shared Responsibilities

**WEDC:** Provide seed funding to support business – university collaboration with a goal to *train and retain* top globally competent UW students in the state of Wisconsin or with Wisconsin affiliated organizations.

**IIP:**
- Promote opportunity and advise prospective and selected students
- Collect/manage applications
- Provide letter verifying student status for visa (if necessary)
- Distribute evaluations to students and supervisors
- Manage & disburse seed funding; reimburse organizations 50% of internship cost (capped at $4,000)

**Employers:**
- Cover internship costs at outset
- Submit copy of internship offer letter to IIP
- Provide documentation for visa, if necessary
- Help identify housing options near workplace
- Coordinate internship supervision and regular feedback to intern
- Complete internship evaluation forms
- Document and submit allowable internship costs for reimbursement

**Undergraduates:**
- Secure appropriate visa, if applicable, in a timely manner
- Complete academic work related to internship: If going abroad, students register for [WIP](http://internships.international.wisc.edu). If in the U.S., students register for domestic internship credit.
- Fulfill internship requirements as spelled out by supervisor
- Complete evaluation of internship
- Return to UW-Madison campus for at least one semester post-internship